Annexure : 4
Online Sangati Programme : Students Feedback
Name: Yash Arjun Salvi,
Class: 8
Name of School : Ashokvan BMC
Marathi.
I love Sangati programme because… There
are many reasons why I like Sangati. In
Sangati we all think together. I learnt to
understand myself better – my strengths
and weaknesses, I could understand my
friends with better clarity. Sangati has so
many games, activities and stories that
give us something to think about. The
Sanagti teacher and our class teacher
together take our Sangati classes, our class
teacher participates in all the games we
play, in the spare‐time she helps us to
complete the worksheets from the Sangati
workbook which I love. All of us eagerly
wait for the Sangati period.
Even during lockdown, the Sangati
teachers were in touch with us. We drew
about situation brought‐in because the
spread of Corona, we wrote our
experiences and essays. We wrote about
‘Schools after Corona’, so even during
lockdown we remained in touch with
Sangati. I learnt to write with clarity
because of Sangati, to express my
thoughts. I started reading more.
I understood the importance of expressing
my views only after thinking it out and debating it for myself first. The Sangati teacher always poses two questions
when we discuss any issues. If our answer to a question is ‘Yes’ or ‘No’– we are asked ‘why it is so?’, to reason it out.
So sometimes we have to prepare ourselves well, think things through in advance.
Here is an example; we were told the story ‘Words of Wisdom’. 1 When we were discussing the story, the questions
in the worksheet I said, “Life and death are permanent, the manner of how, when they happen changes but these are
things in nature that have always been there and always will remain.” I was really thrilled that I could think of such an
answer, I remained firm on my answer. It is because of Sangati that I began to think like this and that is why I like
Sangati. Thank you Sangati!

1

The story in kit 5 ‘Understanding Change; is about is about how Change is a continues process – nothing remains unchanged and after the story the children
have a worksheet to complete in which one point is where they that can ‘challenge the unchangeable nature of change’ with an example.
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Name of Student: Amar Gaud
Name of School: Ganesh Nagar BMC Hindi School
Class: 7
In the lockdown I have been attending the 9 pm
Sangati online programme; I have been studying with
this programme since Class 5. I remember many
stories from those classes. I recently heard about how
Santosh Ghawade, along with his studies also worked
in the sewage department and felt no shame in it. He
worked very hard to realize his and his father’s
dreams, and after many difficulties, became an
engineer. My family suffered many hardships during
the Corona time so I too started working in a steel
factory but I never miss a single class and I tell other
students to do the same. I would like the Sangati
programme to continue even in the higher classes.

Name of Student: Kishan Gupta
Name of School: Bajaj Road BMC Hindi School
Class: 7
The Sangati programme is my favourite. Our school is
closed so I feel very happy whenever the link for
Sangati arrives and we attend online. We are told
many stories which I really enjoy. I like the stories Look,
Don’t Stare ! and Emperor Akbar gets an education,
but I was most inspired by the story of how Bhau
Gavande overcame many difficulties to become a big
officer. The story helped my self‐confidence and I told
my classmates and the teacher about it, and the
teacher assured us that if we worked hard we too
could succeed in life. The Sangati workbook also
teaches us how to live our lives successfully. Whenever
I am asked a question by the online teacher, I am able
to answer it easily. My teacher’s name is Farzana and
whenever I find something difficult I phone her and
she helps me. The Sangati programme is wonderful.
Thank you!
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Name : Puja Shivaji Kasle
Class : VII
School name : Ashokvan Marathi BMC school,
Dahisar (East),
Locality : Konkanipada.
I am Puja Shivaji Kasle – today I am going to tell you
one story about myself. The name of the story is
‘When I get angry’.
When I get angry, I isolate myself in a corner,
I don’t talk to anyone. If I get really angry, I ‘back‐
answer, whatever the age or position of the person
maybe, I just give it back! I get very upset when I
am teased. My brother and sister always fight with
me, they often complain to my father and he then
beats me up. If such a thing happens me and my
sister have a duel, till we pull each other’s hair! The
aunty in our neighborhood always plays loud
music, and no one complains but if we do the same,
she doesn’t like it, so we then get into big
arguments with her, sometimes we have a roaring
fight with her. This is how I behaved till just a few
days, I used to proudly justify such behavior to all.
One day the Sangati teacher told us ‘Pranjol’s
story’ in which Pranjol is also feeling very angry and
confused about how to express himself, he would
continuously be irritable with every small‐ and‐ big
thing. The teacher suggested a few ways to
overcome anger, like counting 10, distract yourself
by occupying yourself with something you like to
do, ‘apologize if you are at fault’; and many other
ways to deal with anger. So, I thought for myself
about how I could use these ideas. I tried out things for 2‐3 weeks. Now, when I expect me and my siblings are about
to start a fight, I busy myself in studies, I sit quietly for a while, I count to myself from 1 to 10 and the other way
backwards. If the next‐door aunty plays loud music I also listen to the songs. She asked me why I have stopped playing
music, and I told that ‘I am happy listening to the music you play’, she has now changed and plays the music with lower
volume. I am really happy that I have been able to control my anger. Everyone is curious to know how this change has
happened.
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Name of Student: Rani Vishwakarma
Name of School: Charkop sector 1 BMC Hindi School
Class: 7
In the Sangati online classes we hear some wonderful
stories and songs, which I really like. My sister who is
in Class 8 and had done the programme encouraged
me also to join it and I am very happy I did. Among the
many stories we were told I liked Sheela’s Dilemma
most and I began to think like Sheela and I am the first
to answer any question. There are many lessons in the
stories ‐ how we should understand life, how we
should think and how we should lead our lives. I want
to always think before I act. When the teacher and I
share the screen I feel as if I am back in school looking
at the flipchart and I really miss the actual interaction.
Thanks Sangati, I love you.

Name of Student: Shalu Manoj Gupta
Name of School: Sakharam (Primary/Tare Marg?) BMC
Hindi School, Dahisar West
Class: 7 (A)
I have been part of the Sangati programme since Class 5 and
I like it because every year we get new learning from it: new
books, new games, new stories ‐ all of which teach us how
to think for ourselves, and to develop the habit of reading
about different subjects. This helped us greatly during the
lockdown. I also started writing because I was developing
confidence in myself to express my feelings simply and
without fear in front of anyone.
My favourite game was one called Give‐and‐take which we
played in Class 6. It taught me a lot because in life also it’s
always give and take ‐ whether it is material things, or
conversations, or news or knowledge. I learnt that one
should never make hasty judgments during this game and
in life also. Therefore during the lockdown if any news or
information came my way I would first examine it
thoroughly and only on finding it to be true would I talk
about it otherwise I would remain silent.
In Sangati we learnt how to speak, how to write and how to look at the world in another way than we had done so far.
During the lockdown it was the Sangati teacher who phoned first of all to ask how we were and the first to start the
online classes. Now in our colony classes are on everywhere. We have learnt from Sangati how to find confidence in
ourselves, to have regard for others, to understand society and find ways to improve it. That is why Sangati is so dear
to me. Thanks very much.
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Name of Student: Mohini Matadin Gautam
Name of School: MG road BMC Hindi School
Class: 7
I love the Sangati online programme. I attend it
regularly and my brother also always joins me. Every
story the teachers tell has a lesson behind it, whether
its Emperor Akbar gets an education or The Mouse
Princess’s Wedding or Ramu’s Roti or the Helen Keller
story but the best one of all is the story of Sudha
Gandhi, who was determined to achieve what she
wanted and worked for it. I too want to do the same,
I am determined to become a teacher and want to
work hard for it.
Whenever it is time for the Sangati class I am always
there five minutes earlier and when there is no class
I just call up the teacher. I think the learning through
Sangati will help me throughout my life.

Name of Student: Sudhir Yadav
Name of School: Ganesh Nagar MPS BMC School
Class: 7 A
The Sangati teachers are very good storytellers. I have
been reading and listening to the stories since Class 5
and I still remember many of them: Emperor Akbar
gets an education, Ramu’s Roti, Helen Keller, Ye hai
Bambai Meri Jaan and I just love the song in The
Mouse Princess’s Wedding. Among the stories, I very
much liked The man who planted hope because it tells
of how one determined person alone can make a huge
difference. I love writing and drawing so the Sangati
workbook gives me many opportunities for that also.
I really wish the Sangati sessions could continue in the
higher classes as well. Apart from the right values, I
have also learnt in the Sangati sessions that change is
the only certainty in life. I have learnt also how to
control my anger, how to deal with problems, how to
acquire life skills. In craft we also learnt how to make
a Balancing Monkey! Through these sessions I have
discovered abilities I didn’t know I had.
Dream by all means but also learn to work to turn the
dreams into reality.
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Name of Student : Piyush R Jadhav
Name of School : Colaba BMC school, date: 12.1.21
Class : 8 (A),
I have started to realize a lot of things about myself because
of Sangati, I have also began changing. In the component of
‘This is Me !’, I started to understand how others view me. I
have realized potentials, skills in me I was not aware of. I
realized that values are the rules to think about, when it comes
to relating with others, and while doing the things we do in our
daily life.
We can analyze between ‘right and wrong’ with help of our
values because of Sangati.
I also liked the story about the ‘Joe‐Harry window’. Teacher
played a game with us after the story. One part of the window
has those things about ourselves that both we ourselves as
well as others know, another part has things, the second one
has those things that only I know about myself, the third one
are those things that others know/understand about us and
we are not aware, and the fourth part is the one where neither
we ourselves or others are aware about the aspects of our
personality. This game gave me insights into understanding
myself better. In (Sangati Kit), ‘Preparing for The Future’ we
children are to recognize and hone the abilities we have, we
have to build resilience, develop ourselves. During 2020 when
we did (Sangati kit 3), ‘How Societies Developed’ we learnt
about how human societies came about, how humans
brought in traditions, mores, etc. Later in (Sangati kit 5) we
looked at the changes in the way we live, that change is
constant and it takes place both in living beings and nonliving
things. Change is an inevitable part of nature and it has been
taking place since the formation of our planet earth, other
planetary phenomenon, the starts... it has continued since
those times and it will always happen. We can welcome the
change if it’s good for all and reject those changes that are
undesirable.
The most important change about me is that I have grown‐up,
I am now an adolescent. During the years from 9 to 16 or so
our pituitary gland starts releasing fluids and as a result we
grow‐up, this is a big change.
Because of Sangati I have come to know many things and my
knowledge has expanded, that is why I love Sangati a lot!
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Name of Student: Priya Pramod Jaiswar
Name of School: Paspoli BMC Hindi School
Class: 7
I did the Sangati sessions from Class 5 to Class 7. ‘Sangati’
means togetherness, in education as well as in life. I love
listening to stories and in the sessions we are told many
which are not just stories but life lessons as well. This year
the schools are closed we have to attend the Sangati
sessions online ‐ which sometimes can be a bit of problem
technically but there is no alternative and it really is a good
feeling when the teachers themselves call up to ask if we are
in any difficulty. Despite the lockdown Sangati has kept us all
together with their classes.
We learnt that change is constant and there is nothing in the
world which does not change from the story of Buddhiram
and Buddhuram. That made me think about climate change
and how pollution is affecting the air we breathe and I
started to find out about it and what we can do to prevent
pollution.
The story of Pranjol is my favourite because it teaches us
that controlling our anger is necessary to stay healthy but
also how that control is possible. I like writing and this year I
have also written something in the Sangati book.

Name of Student: Roshni Pandit
Name of School: Liberty Garden BMC English School
Class: 7
This year (2020‐21), because of Covid‐19, our school was closed
and classes had to be conducted online. I danced with joy when I
heard that Sangati would also be taken and started remembering
all the stories from the earlier Kits – Ramu ki Roti, Chuhiya ki
Shaadi, Thakur ka Kuan. Deewaar – stories that I have loved and
from which I have learnt many things. The stories this year are
even more interesting, because they are talking about our future.
From among these stories, I liked Santosh Ghavde’s story the
most – like my father, his father too worked in the sewage
department but I will grow up to be like Santosh. I will study and
work hard and make a success of my life. I have learnt that a son
need not follow his father’s profession. In fact the Sangati stories
are like stories you hear in childhood from each of which you
learn something new, some better way to live; I will always
remember them and act on them. I told my teacher that we want
Sangati to continue in Class 8 also.
I have to stop now as my Sangati class is going to begin soon.
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Name of Student : Deepali Chandrakant Sontakke
Name of School : Ashokvan BMC School
Class : 8
I learnt about ‘Four Indias’ in our Sangati class, and our
Sangati teacher had also sent us the video on our school
WhatsApp group. I really found this story very interesting.
Before I understood the entire information about ‘Four Indias’,
I was wondering how this can be so, because there is only one
India, isn’t it? Where are these different Indias? Once we
understood the entire information, I understood that it refers
to the differences in lifestyle of different h’ groups in our
population, which is part of our everyday reality – it is what we
call ‘rich’ and ‘poor’. Then I started to think about myself,
which of these India do I belong to? I consider myself
belonging partly to the second and partly to third types of
India. This way of looking at our India is unusual, it is never
discussed, never acknowledged. But our teacher explained
these things so well. If we all can study, get good education
then we can change this situation and try to work to make only
one kind of India without such discrimination.
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Name of Student: Manish Laxman Mukhiya
Name of School: Abhyudayanagar BMC School
Class: 7
This year Sangati classes had to be conducted online.
I remember the stories from all the earlier kits – liked
Ramu’s Roti, Dinosaurs, Studying the past and
Maya’s Story the most. This year we are talking
about change – we heard how villages get urbanized,
how our body changes as we grow and how
everything changes constantly. Our teacher
recorded the story Babaji’s Langot in her own voice
and sent it to us. I liked the story about the two
seeds, which taught me that one must have a
positive attitude. Such values are important and they
also connect to what we hear at home and in our
society. We were also given suggestions about how
to handle stress and conflict like counting backwards
and drinking water etc. I look forward to the teacher
telling us something new and useful in Sangati class.

Name of Student: Durgavati Prajapati
Name of School: Kasturba BMC Hindi School
Class: 7
One gets to hear many stories in Sangati but since our
school was closed and classes had to be conducted online,
we could not play the games that we usually do in Sangati
and which I enjoy very much. Of the stories we heard this
year I like the one about Demosthenes and his great
struggle to conquer his stammer. Like him we too must be
fearless when facing problems only then will we succeed.
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Name of Student: Razia Sheikh
Name of School: Deendayal Upadhyay BMC Urdu
School, Mulund (W)
Class: 7
I like Sangati because it gives me knowledge,
introduces me to new perspectives, and even
helps me to find new ways of expressing myself.
Stories like Maya’s Story, Two Seeds, Sameer’s
home and especially Helen Keller’s story are very
inspiring and help us to face challenges like her
– a girl who was blind, deaf and mute and yet
never gave up. Maya’s story gives hope to us
girls and emphasizes the importance of
marriage at an appropriate age, supporting girls
to dream of a different future, and face fears
and overcome them. Sameer’s home shows how
we all are small parts of the Earth and gives us
an idea of our place in the Universe.
The games that are played in the Sangati
sessions are also very interesting and enjoyable
but also teach us some important lessons – how
to live together in harmony and share what we
have with others.
The Sangati Workbooks are unique – they give a
lot of information and also the kind of
knowledge that helps us to become better
people. The fact that Sangati was available to us
online has been a great help in the lockdown.
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Name of Student: Krishna Yadav
Name of School: Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar
BMC School
Class: 7
In Sangati online classes this year we learnt
about Change – we have seen one big change
and that is online classes. Sangati stories,
discussions and even games were conducted
online. Even though we haven’t received the
pink workbook, the teacher reads from the
PDF and then explains to us. This programme
has helped me to discover my strengths and
improve my reading‐writing skills. The story
Daivi Chamatkar talks about the king who
jailed his Wazir; instead of being disheartened
the Wazir built his strength up again – we too
must work hard to develop our skills.
Education is the only way to distinguish
between right and wrong.
Even though our regular school classes have
been affected this last year, Sangati has
helped me to keep in touch and learn a lot.
Sangati has changed me.

Name of Student: Alfiya Bano
Name of School: Pracharya Vamanrao Mahadik BMC
Urdu School No 1, Antop Hill
Class: 7
I have always liked Sangati because it has so many
games and stories; this year when we read Kit 5 we
learnt that it was about change. I like the story of
Buddhiram and Buddhuram and feel that one big
change has occurred because of the online classes.
I could understand and remember things much better in
school and find this present situation confusing. But I did
like the games we played in Sangati – Give and Take and
Fire on the Mountain. The Two Seeds story from Kit 6
made a big impression on me; I too want to be like the
first seed – fearless and confident in the face of
challenges. Pranjol’s story taught me a valuable lesson
in how to control my anger and not let it get the better
of me. These are some reasons why I like Sangati.
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Name of Student : Shravni Vilas Joyshi
Name of School : Jai Maharashtra, Ganesh
Maidan Marathi school, No. 1.
My name is Shravani, I study in grade 7.
Sangati is my most favorite subject – it has
interesting stories, pictures. I have been
studying Sangati since 5th grade. I loved the
story about Helen Keller. She could not see
or talk but she studied a lot and became an
inspiration. I also want to follow her
example. I also love the story of the ‘Two
Seeds’. One of the seeds is eager to grow,
become a plant and give children the joy of
her flowers and fruits; but the other seed is
afraid to come out of the soil for being
destroyed. How can we live if we are afraid,
how can we progress? One should try to be
happy, like the first seed.
Then there is the story about ‘Jayu and
Perveen’. In our class also we friends had
fights like Jayu and Perveen. But now with
Corona around our school is closed and we
friends can’t meet. When we meet again, we
will not fight; will get together and study
well.
So Sangati has such interesting stories,
I love Sangati.
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Name of Student: Sadiya Sheikh
Name of School: MVR Shinde Marg BMC Hindi School
Class: 7
This year (2020‐21), because of Covid‐19, our school
was closed and classes had to be conducted online. I
had no difficulty following the stories online and
enjoyed the games as well. Suvarna madam and
Manisha Madam explained things clearly to us. I love
to read and in Sangati we learn many new and useful
things and also values such as respecting your elders
– I like that.

Name of Student : Pratiksha Sanjay Bandekar
Name of School : Ashokvan BMC, Marathi school
Class : 8
Today we heard ‘India Shining, India Suffering’, they were
narrated in Hindi, so I learnt a few new Hindi words.
Teacher told us about the factors that helped our progress
and why we lagged behind. Then teacher asked us to
observe the situation around us and to give an example
each of where we as a society have made progress and
where we are lagging behind. So I am writing here the
things I noticed;
1. Because of our society’s progress in science and
technology; we are able to study with help of cell
phone during this time of ‘lockdown’ but on the
other hand there are so many children who don’t
have cell phones and they are left behind in
education.
2. The government is giving slum‐dwellers houses in
high‐rise buildings, but the open spaces us children
had for playing are not there anymore.
3. Today, many people have large cars, bikes and they can travel fast, but because of this air‐pollution, sound‐
pollution and accidents also have increased.
These are the things I see happening around me.
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Name of Student: Mohammed Kaif
Name of School: Vinoba Bhave Urdu BMC School
Class: 8
Along with studying in school, we have also been in the
Sangati programme since Class 5 and we never miss a
single session of it, because we learn many new things
every time. The story sessions and games are also
greatly enjoyable. This year in the online classes, despite
some network problems we are lucky to have been able
to continue our work because of Sangati and our mobile
phones. Thanks to Sangati for helping us find out many
things about the situation around us during this
lockdown.

Name of student: Mahadev Jawaharlal Nishad
School: Poisar Hindi BMC school No.2
Class: 7
I have always enjoyed the Sangati sessions since I was in
Class 5 and we read a book called Our Earth & The Web
of Life, which told us how the earth was formed and how
living beings came to live on it. I still remember the part
about Sameer and his house. We learnt that the earth
took many centuries to form but humans are destroying
it now to satisfy their greed. It is very important to plant
more trees and save our environment from pollution, so
I try to apply that in my life by not creating waste and
using plastic only when necessary.
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Name of Student : Ritika
Name of School: Parekh Nagar Marathi School,
No. 3
Class : 7
I love to study Sangati. I am studying Sangati
from grade 5. I loved the story ‘Emperor Abkar’s
Learns a Lesson’ (from kit 1, done at the very
beginning of grade 5) – through this story I
realized that every person has some special
qualities. I also have a quality – I draw well, this I
realized because of Sangati. I have learnt a lot
with Sangati.
Now in grade 7 also we had kit 5 ‘Understanding
Change’ and kit 6 ‘Preparing for the Future’.
In kit 5 which is about ‘transformation’ meaning
change, which happens in everything. For
example; earlier people made manure out of
cow‐dung, but now chemical fertilizers are being
used. There are many such changes.
In ‘‘Preparing for the Future’ I really liked the
story
of
the
‘Two
Seeds’.
I would like to be like the first seed – it has
positive thinking. This story made me
understand that in order to do anything in my
future, I need to overcome fear, we cannot do
anything if we constantly worry about things.
One has to gather courage and put our best foot
forward – this I learnt from the story.
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